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ABSTRACT

We describe two alternative schemes for encoding of predic-
tion residual adopted in the MPEG-4 ALS standard for loss-
less audio coding. We explain choices of algorithms used in
their design and provide both analytical and experimental
analysis of their performance.

1. INTRODUCTION

Working draft of an amendment ISO/IEC 14496-3:2001/
AMD 4 (MPEG-4 ALS) [8] represents the latest planned
addition to a suite of MPEG Audio standards [5], defining
technology for lossless coding of PCM audio signals.

In a nutshell, MPEG-4 ALS is a forward-adaptive Lin-
ear Predictive Coder (LPC) in which predicted signal is quan-
tized to the resolution of the input PCM signal. Combined
with lossless compression and transmission of quantized fil-
ter coefficients and the residual this insures lossless recon-
struction of the original signal.

The structure of this algorithm is shown in Fig.1. It con-
tains all standard building blocks of an LPC coder: buffer
for storing blocks of input PCM signal, prediction filter,
module for estimation and quantization of filter coefficients,
entropy coding and multiplexing units. Specific features of
MPEG-4 ALS encoder include its ability to change order of
the predictor, use different block sizes, inject headers insur-
ing random access to compressed data, etc.

In this paper we will describe two alternative techniques
used in this algorithm for encoding of prediction residual.
The first scheme, provided in the first reference model of
MPEG-4 ALS [8] is based on the use of simple parametric
Golomb-Rice codes [4, 16]. The other scheme, accepted
as a first core experiment [14] is more complicated, and
it uses several coding techniques, such as block Gilbert-
Moore, fixed-length, and Golomb-Rice codes.

In describing these schemes our main goal will be to ex-
plain the choices of coding algorithms and parameters used
in their design. We will complement our exposition by pre-
senting experimental results.
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Fig. 1. MPEG-4 ALS encoder.

2. RICE CODING OF PREDICTION RESIDUAL

Golomb codes [4] represent a special case of Huffman codes
constructed for sources with geometric distribution of sym-
bols: Pr {rθ = i} = (1− θ) θi where θ ∈ (0, 1). The code
Gm(i) consists of a series of k ones, where k is the result of
a division k = ⌊i/m⌋, followed by a 0-bit, and a ⌈log2 m⌉-
bit representation of the remainder i mod m. It has been
shown (see [4, 2]) that an optimal for a source rθ parameter
m can be calculated as follows:

m = ⌊− log (1 + θ) / log θ⌋ . (1)

If this quantity is further rounded to the nearest power of 2,
then the divisions can be replaced by shifts, resulting in an
extremely simple and fast encoding. The codes GRs(i) :=
G2s(i) are often called Golomb-Rice or Rice codes [16]
with parameter s.

Robinson [19] has already observed that the distribution
of the residual signal in LPC-based audio encoders can be
closely modelled by a Laplacian (or two-sided geometric)
distribution. This means, that in order to apply Golomb-
Rice codes one simply needs to flip the negative side of the
distribution and merge it with the positive one. In MPEG-4
ALS this is accomplished by a mapping:

r+i =
[

2 ri if ri > 0 ,
−2 ri − 1 if ri < 0 .

(2)

In order to estimate the optimal Golomb-Rice parameter
s for a block of residuals r1, . . . , rn, the reference imple-
mentation of MPEG-4 ALS calculates their absolute mean:

µn =
1

n

n∑
i=1

|ri| , (3)
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Fig. 2. Observed residual distribution (circles), model
Laplacian distribution (solid line), and the distribution cor-
responding to the lengths of Golomb-Rice codes (dashed
line).

and then uses:

s = ⌊log2 µn + C1⌋ , (4)

where C1 ≈ 0.97 is a constant.
This estimator has already been used in compression

algorithms such as SHORTEN [19] or LOCO-1 [24], and
it is based on the fact that sample absolute mean µn con-
verges (with large n) to the first absolute moment E{|r|}
of the distribution. Thus, in a Laplacian model: E{|r|} =∫∞
−∞ Pr {r = ρ} |ρ| dρ =

∫∞
−∞

1√
2λ

e−
√

2
λ |ρ| |ρ| dρ = 1√

2
λ,

where λ is the variance. In turn, λ can be converted in a pa-
rameter θ of the quantized geometric distribution (see Ap-
pendix A), and then by (1), setting s = log2 m, and ignoring
smaller than O(1) terms we arrive at (4).

Obtained in such a way code parameter s is transmitted
along with the encoded residuals GRs

(
r+1

)
, . . ., GRs (r

+
n ).

To facilitate a higher degree of adaptation during transients
in audio signals MPEG-4 ALS includes a mode in which
each block is divided in several smaller sub-blocks encoded
using different (individually estimated for each sub-block)
code parameters.

In Fig.2 we show a typical observed distribution of the
residual, its approximation by a Laplacian distribution, and
the distribution corresponding to the lengths of the result-
ing Golomb-Rice codes. It is clear there is a divergence
between the observed distribution and one that is being en-
coded. However, after an extensive experimental study [13]
using MPEG audio sequences [6] we have found that the es-
timated average redundancy of Golomb-Rice encoding rep-
resents only 1.6452..% of the bitrate occupied by the resid-
uals. In other words, given the simplicity of this coding
scheme, it works remarkably well in this application.
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Fig. 3. Redundancy RGR (xθ) = E {|GRs (xθ)|}−H (xθ)
and normalized redundancy RGR (xθ) /H (xθ) of Golomb-
Rice codes for a geometric source xθ: Pr {xθ = i} =
(1− θ) θi.

3. IMPROVED RESIDUAL CODING

The main motivations for including another residual cod-
ing scheme in MPEG-4 ALS were: a) the requirement to
achieve a better compression than what is claimed by to-
day’s state of the art algorithms [6], b) realization of the
fact that the efficiency of encoding of residuals is critical for
the performance of the entire algorithm, and c) the fact that
Golomb-Rice codes have fundamental performance limits
(see [2, 23], also Fig.3), hence further progress cannot be
achieved without using a more efficient technique.

On the other hand, looking for alternative schemes we
also had to consider their complexity, so our final goal was
to design an algorithm that substantially reduces the redun-
dancy of encoding of prediction residuals while making the
whole encoding/decoding process only slightly more com-
plex [14].

In order to achieve this goal, the following techniques
have been incorporated.

3.1. Higher-resolution representation of parameter s.

Similar to the previous scheme, at the beginning of each
block we transmit parameter s describing the probability
distribution of the residuals. We use the same technique for
estimation of this parameter, but we quantize and transmit it
using higher precision.

3.2. Partition of the residual distribution.

To restrict memory usage we only construct high-efficiency
block codes for a central region [−rmax, rmax] of the resid-
ual distribution (see Fig.4). The tails are still encoded using
Golomb-Rice codes as described in the previous section.
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Fig. 4. Partition of the residual distribution.

3.3. The use of block Gilbert-Moore codes for nested or-
dered distributions.

To encode residual values in the central region we have cho-
sen to use block Gilbert-Moore codes [3]. The key advan-
tages of these codes1 come from the facts that:

• their average redundancy rate is decreasing with the
length of an encoded block (cf. [3, 9, 23]):

RGM (n) = 3/2+δ(n)
n < 2

n , (5)

where n is the block length, and δ(n) is an oscillating
function of bounded magnitude |δ(n)| < 1/2.

• they can be approximately constructed using memory-
efficient arithmetic encoders [17, 12, 18, 25]. The
added redundancy of such an implementation with
m-symbols alphabet, t-bit code registers, and τ -bit
probability representations is bounded by [22]:

RAC(t, τ) < m (τ + log e) 2−(t−2) (6)

and can be easily controlled by properly selecting t
and τ .

• the construction of these codes is based on cumulative
probabilities of symbols, making it possible not only
to encode a source with a given distribution, but also
all reduced-resolution versions of this source.

For example, given symbols a1, . . . , am with non-increasing
probabilities p1 > . . . > pm, the code construction re-
quires a table with m quantities si =

∑m
j=i pj . If we now

quantize this source, for example, by skipping the last bit,
then the new symbols â1, . . . , â⌊m/2⌋ will have (also non-
increasing) probabilities p̂i = p2i + p2i+1. It is clear, that
the new cumulative probabilities ŝi = s2i simply represent
a sub-set of the same table s1, . . . , sm. As a general rule, if
∆ represents the number of skipped bits, then the encoding
of such symbols can be accomplished by using probabilities
ŝi = si 2∆ .

1Sometimes these codes are also called Elias-Shannon-Fano codes [1].

3.4. Block-size adaptive reduction of the alphabet size.

In order to speed up both encoding and decoding and to
further reduce memory usage we split and transmit k least
significant bits (LSBs) of the residuals in central region di-
rectly2. The number of directly transmitted bits k is selected
using:

k =
[

0, if s 6 B ,
s−B, if s > B ,

(7)

where s is the code parameter (4), and B is a quantity de-
pending on the block size n:

B = ⌊(log n− 3) /2⌋ . (8)

The associated parameter ∆ (the number of missing bits)
used in our Gilbert-Moore encoder is obtained using:

∆ = 5− s+ k , (9)

where 5 is the maximum value of B, given that MPEG4
ALS’s block size n 6 213.

In Appendix A we will show that the described choice
of the parameter k limits the redundancy due to direct trans-
mission of LSBs to approximately 25% of the total redun-
dancy of residual coding. Choices of other parameters, such
as rmax, t, and τ , are also based on similar constraints and
will be further explained in Appendix A.

Overall, our implementation of the described coding
scheme uses only 2K words of memory to store probability
tables, and involves 2 multiplications per encoded or de-
coded sample. Given the fact that the order of the predic-
tion filter in MPEG-4 ALS typically fluctuates in the range
of 8− 16, these two extra multiplications should have only
minor (12.5− 25%) effect on the overall performance.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The results of our experimental study are summarized in
Table 1. The test material was taken from the standard audio
sequences for MPEG-4 Lossless Coding [6]. It comprises
nearly 1 GB of stereo waveform data with sampling rates of
48, 96, and 192 kHz, and resolutions of 16, 20, and 24 bits.

The column ”compression” in Table 1. contains ratios
of compressed file sizes to the sizes of original waveform
files, expressed in %s. Both compression and decompres-
sion speeds are measured in seconds. To run these tests we
used a PIII-M computer with 500M bytes of RAM.

In these tests we used reference-model implementation
of the MPEG-4 ALS encoder [11].

2This idea is similar to a more elaborate ”alphabet grouping” technique
[21], but our approach is much simpler because we use groups of equal
size.



Format Compression Enc. Time Dec. Time
RM0 CE1 RM0 CE1 RM0 CE1

48kHz-16 46.8 46.3 44.7 55.8 17.3 24.5
48kHz-20 64.2 63.9 60.9 58.5 25.6 26.3
48kHz-24 64.2 63.9 62.4 58.5 24.8 26.3
96kHz-16 31.3 30.7 77.4 104.4 31.9 44.8
96kHz-20 50.2 49.9 114.9 117.0 46.9 52.2
96kHz-24 48.8 48.4 109.7 116.5 47.5 52.0

192kHz-16 22.3 21.6 59.3 76.1 24.9 33.3
192kHz-20 42.3 41.9 88.7 100.2 50.7 53.2
192kHz-24 39.5 39.0 91.3 99.7 47.9 51.8

Total 45.2 44.7 709.3 786.8 317.4 364.2

Table 1. Performance analysis for different audio formats.
Algorithm RM0 uses Golomb-Rice codes, while algorithm
CE1 uses improved residual coding scheme.
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A. SUPPORTING MATERIAL – WILL NOT
APPEAR IN THE FINAL ABSTRACT!

A.1. Model and Entropy Rate of the Residual Signal

Let’s assume that the residual signal has a Laplacian distri-
bution:

Pr {rλ = ρ} =
1√
2λ

e−
√

2
λ |ρ| , (10)

where λ is the variance.
In order to achieve lossless reconstruction MPEG-4 ALS

quantizes the residual3 rλ to the resolution of the original
PCM signal using the standard uniform mid-thread quan-
tizer. Indeed, after quantization we are dealing with a dis-
crete signal r[w]

λ with probabilities:

Pr
{
r
[w]
λ = i

}
=

∫ (i+ 1
2 )2

−w

(i− 1
2 )2−w

Pr {rλ = ρ} dρ

=

[
1−

√
θ if i = 0 ,

1
2

(
1√
θ
−
√
θ
)
θ|i| if |i| > 0 ,

(11)

where

θ = e−
√

2
λ 2w , (12)

and w is a PCM word length.
For further convenience, we will introduce a variable

Λ = λ 2w , (13)

using which, we can estimate the entropy rate of the quan-
tized signal r[w]

λ as follows:

H
(
r
[w]
λ

)
= −

∞∑
i=−∞

Pr
{
r
[w]
λ = i

}
log Pr

{
r
[w]
λ = i

}
= −1

2

√
θ (1 + θ)

1− θ
log θ −

√
θ log (1− θ)

−
(
1−

√
θ
)
log

(
1−

√
θ
)
+
√
θ

= logΛ + log
(√

2e
)
+

log e

12Λ2
+O

( 1

Λ3

)
.(14)

Obtained expression (14) confirms that H(r
[w]
λ ) ≈ w +

H (rλ), where H (rλ) = log λ + log
(√

2e
)

is the differ-
ential entropy of the original signal (10) (see, e.g. [1]), but
more importantly, it gives us an explicit formula for a subse-
quent term, which we will allow us to estimate redundancy
due to subsequent requantization of this signal.

3More precisely MPEG-4 ALS quantizes the predicted value before
subtracting it from the original, but doing it in an inverse order will ob-
viously produce the same result.

A.2. Redundancy due to Direct Transmission of LSBs

From (14) we already know how to estimate the entropy rate
of the quantized Laplacian signal r[w]

λ . This also gives us an
estimate for the minimum rate of encoding of r[w]

λ .
If instead of r

[w]
λ we will choose to encode its w − k

most significant bits and transmit the remaining k bits di-
rectly, then the minimum achievable rate of such an encod-
ing can be estimated as H(r

[w−k]
λ ) + k. Consequently, the

redundancy due to direct transmission of k LSBs:

R
(
r
[w]
λ , k

)
> H

(
r
[w−k]
λ

)
+ k −H

(
r
[w]
λ

)
=

log e

12

22 k

Λ2

[
1− 2−2 k

]
+O

(
1

Λ3

)
.(15)

If we now need to construct a code such that its accept-

able relative redundancy R(r
[w]
λ ,k)

H
(
r
[w]
λ

) 6 δ, where δ is a given

parameter, then based on (15) we can choose k:

k (δ) 6 log Λ +
1

2
log δ +

1

2
log (12 ln 2) +O

(
1

Λ2δ

)
.

A.3. Redundancy due to Golomb-Rice Encoding of Tails

We want to set tail points ±rmax such that the combined
redundancy rate is only slightly (within 25%) worse than
the redundancy R(n) of codes in the central region:

Pr
{∣∣r[w]

λ

∣∣ 6 rmax

}
R (n)+Pr

{∣∣r[w]
λ

∣∣ > rmax

}
RGR

max 6 1.25R(n) ,
(16)

where n is the block size, and RGR
max ≈ RGR (0.618..) =

0.10193.. is the maximum (per symbol) redundancy of Golomb-
Rice codes (see Fig.3).

From (11) we obtain:

Pr
{∣∣∣r[w]

λ

∣∣∣ > rmax

}
=

θrmax

√
θ

= e
− 2rmax−1√

2 Λ , (17)

and by setting RC(n) = 2/n we arrive at:

rmax =
ln 2√
2

(
log n+ log

1

2RGR
max

)
Λ +O

(
Λ

n

)
. (18)


